
 

Decauville da Arnoga ai laghi di Cancano

Arnoga - Alpe Morzaglia - Torri di Fraele - Cancano

12,899 Km 2:00 - 3:00 h 113 m 42 m



From Arnoga take path N195 east and, after the first stretch where you can admire beautiful views of 
Cima Piazzi, you enter the Forest of Breitina. Reaching the Foscagno Valley you cross the river and 
continue along the main path, out of the woods, past the Alpe Morzaglia and on to the Alpe Gattonino. 
Here there is a major crossroads with different destinations inidcated. The path continues straight on 
towards the rocky massif of Cime di Plator. Cross the forest of San Antonio to reach a fork with a wide 
paved road that leads up to Cancano. At this point you have already completed 10 km, all on the flat, a 
stretch that is also used for altitude training by longdistance runners. Continue up the road for a couple 
of turns: after two tunnels you reach the saddle of the Torri di Fraele. From there continue through an 
equally beautiful environment towards the Lago delle Scale and the Cancano dams.

Lago delle Scale The lake is situated at 2000 metres above sea level and has no inflow or outflow: it is fed by deeplying 
aquifers. Its clear, fresh waters are rich in very good fish. Fishing is limited and strictly regulated.

Start:Arnoga Arrival:Cancano

Equipment required:

Difficulty description:

Parking Area:

Map:Bike and Trekking Map Alta Valtellina n 3

Author:

TECHNICAL DATA

Length 12,899 Km Skill

Condition

Effort

Natural pavement 75%

Asphalt pavement 25%

Cobblestones 0%

Equipped trail 0%

Scree pavement 0%

Other types of pavements 0%

Not available data 0%

Duration 2:00 - 3:00 h

Uphill height difference 113 m

height difference downhill 42 m

Maximum slope uphill 9%

Maximum slope downhill 5%

Minimum and maximum quota
1950 m

1864 m

Accessibility for bikes 100%

Period Journey Giugno - 
Ottobre

PHOTO GALLERY



Lungo i prati, verso le torri di Fraele

A pesca ai laghi di Cancano



La galleria prima di giungere alle Torri di Fraele

A passeggio sulla Decauville con i cani husky



Torri di Fraele

Panorama verso Cancano

This publication is for information purposes only. We recommend you consult and check the weather forecast and 
snow conditions before every excursion.


